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being plus-size and for having a gap between her front teeth.
“Women have said things like, ‘Why are you telling us about that
when you’re so fat?’ and ‘You really need to see a dentist for
your teeth.’ Every day I see something negative. It’s not nice.”
Chidera Eggerue, the British-Nigerian author of What
A Time To Be Alone and founder of body-positive hashtag
#SaggyBoobsMatter, is also surprised, and disappointed,
by where the online hate comes from. “I was bullied on Twitter

I can’t even look at her

You’re so fat
Ewww, ugly as f**k!
WTF IS WRONG WITH HER FACE?

“They knew how to kick me when I was down,” says Anna

for posting a photo of my natural hair in cornrows. I captioned

Saccone Joly (@annasaccone), a 30-year-old lifestyle

it, ‘Wig off and still a ten’, only to receive piles of abuse from

vlogger from Surrey. In 2016, after miscarrying her baby

strangers telling me that my hair looked ugly,” says the 23

at 11 weeks, Anna posted some fitness videos on YouTube.

year old from London. “That was so hurtful, because the

“I was trying to keep positive and put on a brave face,” she

mean remarks came from people who look like me.”

says. But a pack of online bullies ripped into her like wolves.
Beneath each video appeared a torrent of fat-shaming

RISE OF THE MEAN GIRLS

abuse; she was tagged in unflattering screenshots on

So, why has the digital sisterhood got so spiteful? Firstly,

Instagram and bullies set up a hashtag #SaveObeseAnna.

women engage much more than men in “image-based and

“Obviously I hadn’t lost weight from when I’d been

interactive” apps such as Instagram and Snapchat, says

pregnant, but after I announced that I had miscarried,

Dr Maša Popovac, a specialist in cyber aggression. Secondly,

the bullying actually got worse. I was in one of my lowest

society tends to focus on women’s looks more than men’s.

places ever mentally – and they jumped on it. I struggled

“Women are taught that we are our appearance. Male

to cope because the body-shaming on top of everything

identity, culturally, is more to do with work, success and

else was just too much. It was the worst time of my life.”

achieving. Women know that another woman’s Achilles
heel is likely to be her looks,” says clinical psychologist

Bullying someone for their looks feels like something we should

Just go and kill yourself

have outgrown with that old 1D poster. Yet almost one in four

things online that they wouldn’t do in person and women [are

comments, according to research by Amnesty International.

often] the ones victimised,” says Professor John Suler, author

Though it’s easy to assume those in the spotlight 24/7 aren’t

of Psychology Of The Digital Age. Factor in anonymity and

affected, GLAMOUR coverstar Kylie Jenner says such hate can

you get an emboldened confidence dubbed ‘the online

still hurt. “It does affect me,” she says. “But there’s never been

disinhibition effect’. Think of it as the misguided courage

a bad rumour, comment or story that I haven’t got through.”

you get from two glasses of wine. “Just as alcohol lowers

In June, actress Kelly Marie Tran – the first female Asian

inhibitions offline, the ability to desensitise to someone’s

lead in Star Wars (she played Rose in The Last Jedi) – went

distress and feel powerful from anonymity and a lack of

offline after months of racist social-media abuse. And

consequences can lead to deviant behaviours online,”

Stranger Things star Millie Bobby Brown left Twitter when the

adds Dr Popovac. “Some people see their online self as

hashtag #TakeDownMillieBobbyBrown – used alongside fake

separate from who they are offline.” And this spells troll-ble.

taunting by any standards, but particularly for a 14 year old.
While cyber-bullying research in adults is limited, last

deliberately said something nasty to someone online. Of those
who were bullied, 50% of comments were appearance-based.

witnessed someone being harassed online, be that via

For Jenna*, 30, from Leeds, negative remarks on Instagram

name-calling or physical threats. In one workplace-based

were enough to put her off starting a YouTube channel. “I have

study, 46% of trainee doctors were cyber-bullied to an extent

around 3,500 followers, and I’ve probably only received ten

that it impacted their mental health.
The surprising correlation between this
culprit. Among the doctors, the bullies

Being judged on your looks feels as original as yet another
series of X Factor. But as a new breed of online haters
gets nastier than ever, GLAMOUR investigates how
to keep smiling when it’s your face vs the internet

were people at a similar level, of a
similar age. On social platforms, “You
think it’s the classic image of sad old
men behind keyboards – but it’s women
your own age,” says beauty and
lifestyle vlogger and blogger Louise

By Gemma Askham

Pentland (@sprinkleofglitr), 33, from
Northampton. She has been abused for
AW18

Last year, a survey of more than 10,000 people by antibullying charity Ditch The Label found that 31% of them had

year Pew Research Center found that 66% of adults have

study and online beauty bullying is the
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And the internet is a haven for mean girls. “People do

women has experienced the sharp claws of social-media

homophobic encounters with fans – got too much. It’s cruel

The ugly truth about
beauty bullying

and confidence expert, Rhona Clews.
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mean comments, but they still give me

“You think
it’s sad old
men behind
keyboards –
but it’s women
your own age”

knots in my stomach,” she says. “They
started with that passive-aggressive, ‘No
offence, but…’ followed by a completely
offensive comment about my look. I can
handle, ‘You looked better before,’ but
‘Sorry hun, you haven’t got the boobs/
body/face for that’ hurts. I treated them
like spam – instant delete – but only after
I’d read and re-read each one 100 times.”
When London beauty blogger Em
Ford (@mypaleskinblog), 27, developed
[ 000 ]
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You’re so disgusting
adult acne, she began posting no-make-up
selfies alongside make-up tutorials. She
wanted to show that there’s beauty
in everyone, however ‘flawed’ you may
feel, and to normalise ‘imperfect’ skin. In
three months, 100,000 people commented
– many to rip her to shreds. ‘I can’t even
look at her,’ ‘WTF is wrong with her face,’
‘Ewww,’ ‘Ugly as f**k.’ And one that stuck
out: ‘You’re so disgusting.’ What Em did
next is one of the most powerful stands
against bullying that you’ll see. You Look
Disgusting became the title of a YouTube
video that showed her with and without
make-up, surrounded by taunts and then
the message: ‘You are beautiful. Don’t let
anyone tell you differently. Even yourself.’
It’s heartbreaking and defiant, and
if there’s one sign that online beauty
bullying is not something to feel alone
in, it’s the video’s 28 million views.

CRUEL INTENTIONS
As with feet, boobs and brows (come on,
one is always fuller), all online hate was
not created equal. It’s trolls vs bullies.
Trolls are the ‘me me me!’ attention
seekers, “posting extreme or argumentative
comments purely to bait a reaction for their
entertainment”, says Dr Popovac. For Louise,
they’re the easiest to ignore. “I get the most
insane comments, like, ‘Just go and kill
yourself.’ It’s so far-fetched that it’s clearly
just a troll who wanted to write something.”
Cyber bullying, however, is repeated harm
directed at an individual, such as the
hashtag designed to criticise Anna’s body.
Although being on the receiving end of
a troll and a bully feels similar, a bully’s

“Unlike
trolls, bullies
don’t want
attention;
their aim is to
humiliate”

there, other people jump on it and it can start
a big argument back and forth. It’s best to
starve it of oxygen.”
Perhaps the most important question is:
where the heck is all this hate coming from?
How can someone’s eyebrow pencil cause
a Twitter feud? Rhona believes it’s the boil over
of pent-up emotions from our daily lives:
frustration, sadness, anger and depression.
“There’s a compulsion to get rid of these
negative feelings,” she explains. “When
someone targets another person’s

motivation is different. Unlike trolls, they don’t want

appearance, they get temporary relief, even an addictive high,

attention; their aim is to humiliate, harass or get revenge.

from offloading their bad mood,” Rhona says. But an attack won’t

Think: Regina George.

fix the issue. “As with any compulsive behaviour, attacks will be

But a third category has emerged, fuelled by a pack

followed by self-shame and guilt greater than before acting out,”

mentality. “Correcting a factual error in good faith can spiral

she says. This is something Louise has found when she’s

into a barrage of hate very quickly when others get involved.

confronted nasty commenters. “I have DMed people on Twitter

There is a general idea that everything someone posts online

and said, ‘That was really hurtful,’ and they immediately reply,

is fair game for commentary,” Dr Popovac warns. Depending

‘Oh, I’m so sorry, I was having a bad day,’” she says. “You can feel

on the pack’s comments, it can subdivide into trolls and

brave sat on your sofa, but it is a criminal offence to troll

bullies alongside the original, ‘Oops, I think that’s wrong…’

someone – legislation can protect you.” The Defamation Act

commenters. “There’s a big difference between negative yet

and Protection from Harassment Act (in Scotland, Breach of the

constructive, such as, ‘I like this video but the sound quality

Peace may apply), can be applied to safeguard against online

wasn’t good’ vs ‘I hated this video, you look effing ugly.’ In

harassment. In May this year, the government announced that

which case I delete it,” says Louise. “If you leave the comment

a new white paper on internet safety, expected to be published
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this autumn, will tackle online bullying and protect victims
of trolling. And at June’s G7 summit, Theresa May declared,
“Online violence against women and girls should not be
separated from offline violence.”

ERASE THE HATE
If you find yourself on the receiving end of online bullying,
Dan Raisbeck, co-founder of The Cybersmile Foundation,
suggests a three-step strategy. Firstly, if the abuse threatens
your safety, call the police and screenshot evidence.
Secondly, do an online cull: “Block, delete, filter out and/or
report abusive users from all of your online spaces,” he
advises. Then, check that your profile and privacy settings
don’t give out any personal information that you don’t want
to be seen. “By taking control of what is viewable, and by
whom, you re-establish your own space free from negativity,”
he adds. Thirdly, don’t try to deal with it alone. After the cruel
body-shaming following her miscarriage, Anna found solace
in a two-month online hiatus and surrounding herself with
‘real-life’ family and friends. For Chidera, coping with online
bullies means confiding in her best friend. “I tell him when

Join our campaign to

PLATFORM PROTECTION
How major social-media channels have your back

Instagram
A ‘bully filter’ uses AI software to
identify and hide comments that
attack appearance, threaten
or incite divisive behaviour. You
can also block users, and report
bullying via an online form.

Facebook
Facebook reviews all reported
bullying and removes anything
that doesn’t fit its standards.
You can also block someone,
and report a threatening
message in Messenger by
tapping ‘something’s wrong’.

YouTube
You can report or block a user
and flag inappropriate content.
YouTube has a helpfully broad

definition of ‘harassment’
– abusive videos, hurtful
and negative comments,
humiliation and revealing
someone’s personal info.

Twitter
You can block a user and
anyone found in breach of
Twitter’s hateful conduct
policy can be suspended. The
‘show more replies’ function
was introduced in June to hide
comments from accounts
displaying troll-like behaviour.

Fight back against beauty bullying by creating your
own video or selfie, inspired by vlogging star @Nabela

Snapchat
Flag an abusive story or snap
by pressing and holding until
you see a white flag icon in the
bottom left. Tap to report.
Nabela’s video
turns the online
hate on its head

I’m feeling vulnerable,” she says. “There’s no shame in
admitting that it hurts.”
Reaching out is also an important step if
you see someone else being bullied online.
“Contact them privately through a DM or PM
and let them know that you are there for them
and they’re not alone. Some kind words or a
positive meme can make all the difference to
let someone know you care,” recommends
Dan, who advises against standing up to the

“You can’t always avoid
difficult people online, but you
can embrace the spaces that
make you feel good”

bully publicly in case it backfires and makes
things worse. On most sites, you can report incidences

inspiration from users such as @yulianna.yussef, who

of abuse without having to be the victim yourself (see

celebrates her birthmarks, or beauty blogger @kaitlyndobrow,

Platform protection, above right).

who lost her limbs to meningitis and posts make-up tutorials

Another strategy that could revolutionise the online
community – and that doesn’t require a hefty follower count

using prosthetics.

When vlogger Nabela Noor wrote the most spiteful words

Facebook is also a great place to join invite-only

trolls had ever thrown at her (‘pig’, ‘fat’, ‘ugly’) on her face
in make-up, and blended them out in a viral video, we

reporting instances of abuse as soon as you spot it, following

as the GLAMOUR Beauty Club group. “Find a community that

were inspired to use GLAMOUR’s platform to spread

body-positive hashtags such as #EffYourBeautyStandards,

makes you feel good about yourself,” urges Louise, who

#AllBodiesAreGoodBodies and #KindComments, and

has started a Facebook group called My Meat Sticks. “I joke

supporting accounts that stand up for inclusivity. Get more

that my arms and legs look like meat sticks, but I love them.
In the group, people post pictures of their bodies post-surgery
or wearing shorts with self-harm scars on their legs, and the

3 S U P P O R T STA R S
THE CYBERSMILE FOUNDATION (cybersmile.org)
The world’s leading anti-cyber-bullying charity offers up-to-date
legal advice and guides on how to mute, block and report abuse.
BIG WHITE WALL (bigwhitewall.com)
For support outside doctor’s hours, BWW is a digital community
on-hand 24/7 to guide you through struggles and give clinical
advice. Free/£9.99, depending on your area.
HAPPY NOT PERFECT (happynotperfect.com)
A new science-backed app with five-minute daily routines to help
you detangle your emotions, stress less, sleep better and feel calmer.
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comments are 100% supportive.”
You can’t always avoid difficult people (read: d*ckheads)
online, but you can embrace the spaces that make you feel
good. And what do trolls and bullies really have? A made-up
username. A fake photo. More inner angst than an episode of
Big Little Lies. Sure, they might act big, but who’s the one with
their face on display, proudly owning it? Exactly: you’ve got this.
Anti-Bullying Week runs November 12-18. For more info,
advice and support, go to bullying.co.uk/anti-bullying-week
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*Donation amounts can be £1, £2, £3, £4, £5, or £10.
Photographs: main images courtesy of Nabela Noor, Getty Images, Unsplash

communities where comments are closely monitored, such
Photographs: Unsplash. rhonaclews.co.uk. *Some names have been changed

– is to join the rapidly growing self-love movement by always

the message further. It’s why, on September 13, we’re
launching the #BlendOutBullying campaign, in
association with The Diana Award, a charity that trains
anti-bullying ambassadors to support victims of online
abuse. We want you to help us throw this WTF epidemic
into the spotlight and start to wipe out the hate. How?
If you’ve been attacked for the way you look online,
turn that BS on its head and own the hateful comments
by sharing your own story on social media (see
box, right). Together, we can strip bullies of
their power and continue to build each other
up. Nabela is with us, are you?

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

HOW TO GET
INVOLVED

Your stories can help us beat the bullies
1. Write it
Whether you use
lipstick or eyeliner,
write the hurtful
word(s) anywhere
on your face.
2. Blend it
Smudge or blend the
words away (because
that’s what they are,
just words) and take
back control.
3. Post it
Share your selfie
or video with us
@glamouruk using
#BlendOutBullying

4. Pass it on
Tag a mate to keep
the anti-bullying
message going.
Donate
Text GLAM18 followed
by the amount you
wish to donate* (eg
GLAM18 £3) to 70070.
Just £30 trains
one anti-bullying
ambassador.
Find more
#BlendOutBullying
videos at @glamouruk
and Glamour.com ●

For more anti-bullying advice and support,
visit diana-award.org.uk/glamour

Glamour.com
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